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Add Joyful Color to Your Knits the Easy Way!Make the most of your favorite self-striping yarn
with 20 bright and brilliant patterns from Stephanie Lotven, of Tellybean Knits. Every skein of self-
striping yarn contains a whole palette of exciting colors, so you can create eye-catching rainbow
details without needing to keep track of several yarns or weave in all those ends when your
project is complete. Stephanie’s spectacular designs go way beyond traditional striped socks,
covering new and exciting ways to showcase these beautiful yarns in sweaters, hats, cowls and
more.Whether you’re building your knitting skills or looking for fresh inspiration, selfstriping yarn
is truly your secret weapon for knitting garments that shine. The Rainbow Adventure Fingerless
Mitts are a quick, satisfying project with big impact and the Indicator Shawl has a chic, geometric
design that’s a blast to knit. Statement sweaters like the Sock Arms Cardigan knit up
unexpectedly quickly with so many exciting colors to hold your interest. This collection includes a
wide range of sizes for adults, as well as adorable variations for kids. Designed to surprise and
delight, these unique patterns will brighten up your hand-knit wardrobe and make cheerful gifts
for family and friends.

“Just like her designs, Stephanie exudes happiness! I am so glad I saved all my colorfulscraps to
apply to her cheerful patterns! Heart mittens. OBSESSED!” -Kristy Glass, founder of Kristy Glass
Knits“Whether you’re a fan of self-striping yarn or you’re just ready for your next colorful knitting
adventure, you’ll find everything you’re looking for in this charming book.” -Marie Greene,
founder of Olive Knits and author of Seamless Knit Sweaters in 2 Weeks“Stephanie’s sense of
whimsy combined with her joyful color choices makes this a must-have for anyone looking to
add some color to their life. I can’t wait to cast on something from this book!” -Tanis Gray, knitting
pattern designer and author of Harry Potter: Knitting Magic--This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.From the Back CoverCreating colorful knits doesn?t have to mean buying
ten different balls of yarn. Stephanie Lotven, known for her whimsical knitwear designs, shows
readers how to incorporate multicolor stripes and shapes into their knitting the easy way. Self-
striping yarn is an amazing tool for making stripes and creating eye-catching rainbow details
without needing to keep track of several yarns or switch colors in the middle of a project.
Stephanie?s brilliant designs go way beyond traditional self-striped socks, offering new and
exciting ways to showcase these beautiful yarns in sweaters, hats, gloves and more. New
knitters will be hooked by how easy it is to create their first striped-sleeved sweater or patterned
mittens. Experienced knitters will be blown away by surprising, creative ways to use that special
skein of self-striping yarn they?ve been saving in their stash. Stephanie?s thoughtful, friendly
instructions create a foolproof knitting experience for crafters at any level, making it easy to
discover the inspiring possibilities of self-striping yarns. This collection includes a wide range of



sizes, including adorable variations for littles ones. This book will have 20 projects and 60
photos. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorStephanie
Lotven is a knitwear designer and the founder of Tellybean Knits. Her whimsical, approachable
patterns are popular with knitters on Ravelry and she has collaborated with many yarn brands
such as Autumn and Indigo, Must Stash Yarns and lolodidit. She lives in Bloomington, Indiana. --
This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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knit happywithSelf-Striping YarnBright, Fun and Colorful Sweaters and AccessoriesMade
EasyStephanie LotvenCreator of Tellybean KnitsBegin ReadingTable of ContentsAbout the
AuthorCopyright PageThank you for buying thisPage Street Publishing Co. ebook.To receive
special offers, bonus content,and info on new releases and other great reads,sign up for our
newsletters.Or visit us online atThe author and publisher have provided this e-book to you for
your personal use only. You may not make this e-book publicly available in any way. Copyright
infringement is against the law. If you believe the copy of this e-book you are reading infringes on
the author’s copyright, please notify the publisher at: .DedicationFor Grandma Gyte, who is
always willing to share her love, strength and unconditional knitting support,and for my mom,
who promised she would learn to knit if I wrote a knitting book. Guess what, Mom!? I’ve got
knitting needles, and I’m coming for you!IntroductionOn May 17, 2016, I finished knitting the
world’s coolest socks. In case you are wondering how I could possibly remember the date, keep
in mind that it was a big day for my feet. For three days I had been knitting the most beautiful self-
striping socks. Propped up on my ottoman, my feet had been watching carefully. My tootsies had
never seen such incredible socks—yellow, red, gray and blue with speckles and thick stripes
and thin stripes, all knit out of merino wool and nylon. Even before my feet had a chance to wear
those socks, they did a little dance. When I bound off the last cuff, it was a happy day. I popped
my toes into my new favorite socks, skipped down the stairs, put on my shoes and just like that,
my beautiful socks disappeared. They were gone. My poor feet were hidden, socks and all,
inside my sneakers. Right then, looking down at my feet, I had an idea that would change the
way I use my knitting stash.A few months later, I released a knitting pattern called Sock Arms
that was specifically designed to showcase self-striping yarn on sweater sleeves. Sock Arms
was born from a simple idea: Self-striping yarn is just too thrilling to be hidden away in your
shoes. Sorry, feet!If you are new to self-striping yarn, then let me tell you a secret. It is
magnificent! Each skein contains its own little rainbow of possibility—a whole palette of colors
you didn’t have to choose, because the dyer already did it for you! Somehow, knitting with self-
striping yarn makes every project seem faster. Soon you will give up the usual knitter’s mantra of
“one more row” in favor of “one more stripe.” And when you do bind off, you will have a project
with almost no ends to weave in!Perhaps you are not at all new to self-striping yarn. Maybe, like
me, you have spent many hours knitting incredible socks out of incredible self-striping yarn. You
already know that self-striping yarn is magnificent, but now you want to find new ways to use it.
Let me help you. In these pages, you will find patterns to showcase your precious rainbow skeins
on your neck, your head, your hands and your sleeves! No more hiding your brightest rainbow
yarn under your pant legs. Let’s liberate your yarn!In this book, I will show you how to plan small,
relaxing knits as well as bigger, more ambitious projects for your stripes. Together we will play
with simple techniques and strategies that will make every stripe shine. Sprinkled into every
page of this book, I will share the tricks I’ve learned from years of knitting, ripping, wearing and



designing with self-striping yarn so that you don’t have to struggle to get beautiful results. I’ve
included step-by-step tutorials, specialized tips and clear instructions to help you knit fuss-free,
stunning garments and accessories. Let me show you how to use stripes in your knitting so that
they flatter your body and invigorate your wardrobe. Soon you’ll be flying from stripe to stripe
wondering why you kept those incredible skeins locked away in your shoes for so long.Go grab
your yarn. It’s time to knit a rainbow.About the Skill LevelsBeginnerThese patterns are
appropriate for new knitters. They use knits and purls. There may be simple shaping using
increases and decreases.• Indicator Shawl• Wave at the Rainbow CowlAdventurous
BeginnerThese patterns use repetitive stitch patterns, basic shaping and/or basic colorwork.
Increases and decreases, bind offs and cast ons may be used for shaping. No short rows are
used for shaping.• Backdrop Hat• Encompassing Cowl• Flipped Shawlette• Gallivant Hat•
Parallel Currents Mittens• Rainbow Adventure Fingerless Mitts• Rainbow Blowout Cowl• Rapid
Run Hat• Slippery CowlIntermediateThese patterns include cables, more complicated stitch
patterns and more involved colorwork and finishing methods. Short rows may be used for
shaping.• Backlit Tee• Bright Axis Tee• Daring Double Shawl• Drop a Rainbow Pullover•
Everyday Magic Bonnet• For the Thrill Shawl• Glitz Mittens• Leapfrog Mittens• Little Sock Arms
Cardigan• Onward & Outward Shawl• Showered in Rainbows Baby Sweater• Sidelong Glance
Hat• Sock Arms CardiganAdvancedThese projects have the highest level of complexity. Expect
to find patterns with complex colorwork, intricate short rows and specialty finishing methods.
These projects are skill-heavy and include multiple referrals to special techniques.• Sharp Curve
MittensGetting StartedWhat Is Self-Striping Yarn?Self-striping yarn is dyed to create stripes at
set intervals as you knit.There are two types of self-striping yarn that you will see in this
book:Self-striping yarn with clearly defined stripes. The stripes knit from this yarn will be obvious
and graphic. When one color ends, the next begins. The Leapfrog Mittens and the Sidelong
Glance Hat show examples of this type of self-striping yarn.Self-striping yarn with a gradient.
The stripes in this yarn will slowly transition from one color to the next, but there is still obvious
striping. The Wave at the Rainbow Cowl and the Drop a Rainbow Pullover show examples of this
type of self-striping yarn.Narrow Stripes Versus Wide Stripes & Everything in BetweenThe size
of a stripe knit with self-striping yarn is not universal. Yarns vary from brand to brand and
colorway to colorway, so it is important to get to know your stripes before you choose a
project.The shorter the length of yarn in each color, the narrower the knitted stripes will be. The
longer the length of yarn in each color, the wider the knitted stripes will be. The width of the
stripe will be important when planning your project. Narrow stripes are best for patterns with
small circumferences or fewer stitches per round/row. Mittens, for example, are a great project
for narrow stripes. You will also find that several of the shawls, such as the For the Thrill Shawl
and the Daring Double Shawl, are great projects for narrow stripes. Wider stripes are ideal for
projects with a larger circumference or width. The Indicator Shawl or the Backlit Tee are
particularly fun projects for yarns with thick stripes.The best way to decide if your yarn is right for
a particular project is to swatch it.SwatchingKnitters always hate to hear this, but swatching is



important. You should do it. It will save your life! Okay, probably not your life, but it can certainly
save your knitting project.A swatch will give you essential insight into your yarn before you invest
hours of work in a knitting project. Swatching will help you knit a garment that actually fits, avoid
yarn chicken and inform you about the drape of the fabric your yarn can produce. When you
swatch a self-striping yarn, you will gain another vital piece of information that will help you
prepare for your project: how it will stripe.Sleeves, hats, mittens, shawls and cowls are all worked
with a different number of stitches. If you change the number of stitches, you change the size of
the stripe. The more stitches you have in a row/round, the narrower the stripe will be. The fewer
stitches you have in a row/round, the wider the stripe will be. The gauge will also change the way
a yarn stripes. A larger gauge will use more yarn per stitch, making the stripe narrower. A smaller
gauge will use less yarn per stitch, making the stripe wider. This is why you need to swatch! You
simply won’t know what your self-striping yarn is capable of until you knit a swatch for your
project AT GAUGE. So, let’s get swatching!Step 1: Knit your swatch.Knit your swatch just as you
normally would when preparing for a new project. When you are finished swatching, blocking
and drying your swatch, check to make sure that you have achieved the gauge specified in the
pattern (see photo 1 on next page).TIP: Unless the color repeat is quite long, I like to knit every
color in the sequence at least once, so that I have a clear sense of the colors and the order of
the colors in the yarn.Step 2: Choose the narrowest stripe.In some self-striping yarns, the stripes
will all be the same size. In other yarns, the size of the stripes will vary. If the stripes are different
sizes, choose the stripe that is the narrowest in the color sequence. If all the stripes are the same
width, choose any stripe.Step 3: Count your stitches.Now, count all the stitches in your chosen
stripe, and make a note of that number. This number tells you how many stitches you can knit in
a single color of your self-striping yarn in order to create one complete row/round at gauge.TIP:
Do not count the stitches in the first stripe of your swatch. Cast-on stitches use more yarn than a
typical stitch and will make your stitch count per stripe less accurate.Step 4: Check the
pattern.Once you know the maximum number of stitches you can knit in a single color of your
self-striping yarn, you can decide if it is right for your project. At the beginning of every pattern in
this book, the “Maximum Stitches Used for a Self-Striping Row/Round” section will tell you the
largest number of stitches you can expect to knit in that pattern using self-striping yarn,
according to your size.Step 5: Assess your stripe.When I am knitting in self-striping yarn, my
goal is to be able to work at least one complete ROUND or two complete ROWS in every color
of the self-striping yarn. If your yarn is not able to achieve one complete round or two complete
rows, the stripes might not look like stripes at all. A single color could fail to connect with itself
and then the yarn may pool or look more like a variegated yarn.Let me give you an example of
how you will use this information for the patterns in this book. Let’s say I am preparing to knit the
Rapid Run Hat in an adult size large. I have swatched my self-striping yarn, and I have achieved
the appropriate gauge for the pattern. I have decided to count all the stitches in a single pink
stripe, because it is my narrowest stripe, and find that I have 170 stitches in that stripe.For my
size, the pattern states that the maximum stitches used for a self-striping round is 80 stitches. I



then divide 170 stitches by 80, which equals 2.1. This means that I can work just over two
complete rounds in pink. This yarn is a good choice for an adult size large Rapid Run Hat. High
five!Identifying color repeats in a self-striping yarn.Color RepeatA color repeat is the specific set
of colors that occur over and over again in the same order in your yarn.For example, if you are
knitting a yarn with four colors that repeat in the same sequence—pink, blue, gray, purple, for
example—then those four colors are your color repeat. If you are knitting a yarn with two colors
that repeat—brown and white, for example—then those two colors are your color
repeat.Swatching your yarn is a great way to see and understand the color repeat before you
jump into your project. If your dyer doesn’t have a photo of the complete color repeat, consider
winding your yarn slowly into a ball so that you can make note of the order of colors. Do not
assume that the color repeat will be limited to a small series of stripes. Self-striping dyers are
creative and ambitious color experts, and long, complex color repeats have been gaining
popularity among dyers and knitters. Need a fun example? Check out the 40-stripe color repeat
in the Slippery Cowl.Finally, keep in mind that the order of your colors will change depending on
which end of the skein you use to begin your project. If you pull the yarn from one end of the
skein, the color repeat will be ordered one way, but if you begin from the other end of the skein,
the order will be reversed.Combining ColorsKnitters often complain that it is difficult to put colors
together when planning a knitting project. I wholeheartedly agree. Color choices are difficult—
that is, unless you are working with self-striping yarn. Then, putting together colors is easy and
downright deliriously fun because you can cheat. When you buy a skein of self-striping yarn, you
are purchasing another person’s color knowledge. That skein of yarn might contain everything
that a dyer knows about blue, or all the best colors to knit with pink. Each skein is packed full of
color theory, and it is already done for you. All you need to do is steal a bit of that color
knowledge and use it to your advantage.Throughout this book, you will find lots of color
inspiration. I invite you to dive right into the patterns, using the color combinations and yarns that
I have chosen for each pattern. However, if you would prefer to make your own color choices and
use some yarn that’s already in your stash, here are three simple ways to choose solid yarns to
accompany your self-striping yarn.Option OneChoose a color that is already in the striping
pattern. This is always a safe bet, because you know it will coordinate with the self-striping yarn.
If you are knitting a project that calls for a solid yarn to accompany your self-striping, pick your
favorite color from the color repeat and use it as your accompanying solid color. For example, if
you are knitting with a self-striping yarn that has purple, blue, black and orange in the stripes,
simply choose one of these colors, like blue. You can see this strategy in action in the Onward &
Outward Shawl.TIP: Pairing a self-striping yarn with a solid yarn that matches one of the stripe
colors will make those stripes POP when you knit them together.Option TwoChoose a neutral. If
you have a particularly vibrant self-striping yarn, or you are uncertain about which color you want
to highlight, consider pairing your self-striping yarn with white, gray or black. Neutral yarn is like a
great pair of jeans. It goes with everything and detracts from nothing. Neutrals will let the self-
striping pattern shine without looking strange or unflattering. You can see an example of this



pairing in the Sock Arms Cardigan.TIP: If you pair a self-striping yarn with white yarn, make sure
to swatch and wet block your self-striping and white yarn together before you jump into the
project. With so much color in a skein of self-striping yarn, you need to make sure that none of
the colors will bleed onto the white when washed.Option ThreeChoose a color you love that is
NOT in the striping pattern at all. This is the trickiest of the three color combining options.
Essentially, you are choosing a color that you think will improve or complement the colors that
are already in the self-striping yarn. The simplest way to do this is to choose a color that is in the
same color family as one or more of the colors in the self-striping yarn. For example, if the self-
striping yarn contains blues and purples, you can choose another cool color, like green. If the
self-striping yarn contains pinks and reds, consider choosing a warm color, like orange. Option
three will require some experimentation, and I highly recommend swatching your entire color
repeat with your chosen solid. You can see an example of yarns paired using this option in the
Backdrop Hat.TIP: If you are pairing a self-striping yarn and a solid yarn for stranded colorwork, I
recommend using option three. In order to create the most graphic colorwork possible, there
should be absolutely no overlap in the colors of the self-striping yarn and the contrasting yarn.
So, if your self-striping yarn contains yellow, pink and blue, then your contrasting yarn should not
have any yellow, pink or blue in it. Overlapping colors will muddy the colorwork motif, making it
more difficult to see. Using option three will always keep your colorwork crisp and tidy. See the
Glitz Mittens for an example of option three used in stranded colorwork.Special Magical
OptionsYou may decide that you would like to pair a self-striping yarn with a speckled or
variegated yarn. I support you! Speckles and variegation can add extra depth of color to your
project. When I pair self-striping with speckled or variegated yarns, I like to use yarns that are
lightly speckled or lightly variegated, because they are not as visually busy. Since self-striping
yarns are already full of visual interest, a highly speckled or highly variegated yarn may
overwhelm your project. Choose a yarn that contains some of the colors in the self-striping yarn.
For example, if your self-striping yarn contains green, yellow and orange, consider pairing it with
a gray yarn with green speckles. You can see an example of how I paired speckled yarn with self-
striping yarn in the For the Thrill Shawl.Colorful Mitterswith Room to PlayWhen you knit striped
mittens, you get to take a little break from the knitting rules. Grab your yarn, experiment and play.
With rainbow mittens, you can go wild, because mittens, my dear friend, are a knitter’s
playground. If you are new to self-striping yarn, mittens are the perfect place to start. The mittens
in this chapter are not your ordinary mittens. These out-of-the-box constructions will have you
giggling with glee as you rethink a thumb gusset, find a whole new way to shape a mitten top
and draw surprising lines with your stripes. Small projects are great for learning what your yarn is
capable of, because you don’t need much yardage or time to try out a new trick. No need to
invest weeks and hundreds of dollars in a sweater to see what short rows do to stripes (it’s
awesome, btw). Instead, grab a single skein of yarn and spend a happy afternoon knitting up
Leapfrog Mittens.In these pages, we will experiment with techniques you don’t typically get to
use in mittens, so that you are prepared for bigger, more ambitious projects in the chapters to



come. We will reimagine common knitting techniques, like stranded colorwork in the Glitz
Mittens, so that you don’t just expect your stripes to stripe. You may not know it yet, but your yarn
can do so much more than just make straight lines.The mittens and fingerless mitts in this
chapter were designed to break the rules. Forget your mitten expectations and join me for some
truly playful knitting. Try out a nontraditional thumb gusset in the Rainbow Adventure Fingerless
Mitts or warp the palm of your mittens with simple increases and decreases in the Parallel
Currents Mittens. Ready for some real playtime? Cast on the center-out Sharp Curve Mittens
and enjoy a pattern that is pure fun—no swing set required.Parallel Currents MittensSkill Level:
Adventurous BeginnerWhen I was a kid, my sister and I would take our little inflatable inner
tubes to the creek. We’d plop ourselves into the tubes and ride the current side by side until my
mom called for us to come back upstream. Those simple days on the water inspired these
delightful, carefree mittens. Increases and decreases are one of the easiest ways to play with the
direction of the stripes in your knitting. By placing increases on the front and back of the hand
and decreases on the sides of the hand, the stripes bend to create a playful current of color that
is both uncomplicated to knit and graphically striking. As a bonus, there is no extra shaping to
work at the top of the mitten, because the increases create a point that naturally forms to fit the
tips of your fingers. So hop on and ride the current with these happy mittens.ConstructionEach
mitten is knit seamlessly in the round from the bottom up. The thumb gusset is created using
simple increases. The thumb stitches are then placed on hold while the palm is completed. The
top of the mitten is joined with the Kitchener Stitch method (see here). Finally, the thumb stitches
are placed back on the needles and joined and worked in the round.Maximum Stitches Used for
a Self-Striping Round: 53 (59, 75, 81, 85, 89)SizesToddler (Child, Adult S, Adult M, Adult L,
Adult XL)See the Finished Measurements here to choose your size.NOTE: To find your size,
determine the circumference of your hand, excluding the thumb, by wrapping a flexible tape
measure around the knuckles of your hand. Choose a size approximately 0.5 inches (1.25 cm)
smaller than your hand circumference.Yarn• Fingering weight yarn, Nomadic Yarns Trusty Sock•
(75% superwash merino and 25% nylon, 462 yards / 3.5 ounces [422.5 m / 100 g])• Sample
shown in “Astronomy Tower”• 1 skein• 125 (150, 165, 175, 190, 210) yards / [114 (137, 151, 160,
174, 192) m]Yarn NotesI knit these mittens using one of my favorite sock yarns. Durable, soft
and graphic, this yarn is incredibly fun to knit!NeedlesUS 3 (3.25 mm) and US 2 (2.75 mm)
DPNs or needles for small circumference knitting, or as required to meet gaugeGauge28
stitches and 40 rows = 4 inches (10 cm) in stockinette stitch on LARGER needles, in the round
after blockingNOTE ON GAUGE: I have provided the plain stockinette gauge for this pattern
because it is the easiest stitch to swatch in preparation for your mittens. However, you will find
that the increases and decreases that create the chevron shaping in this pattern warp the
stockinette. This is why the palm circumference is smaller than you would expect based on the
number of stitches you cast on.Notions• Tape measure• 5 stitch markers• Scissors• Scrap yarn•
Tapestry needleFinished MeasurementsSample shown is Adult S.A. Palm Circumference: 4.75
(5.25, 6.5, 7, 7.5, 8) inches / [12 (13.5, 16.5, 18, 19, 20.5) cm]B. Palm Length: 5 (6.5, 7.75, 8.25,



8.5, 9) inches / [13 (16.5, 19.5, 21, 21.5. 23) cm]C. Cuff Length: 1.25 (1.5, 2, 2, 2, 2) inches / [3
(4, 5, 5, 5, 5) cm]D. Total Length: 6.25 (8, 9.75, 10.25, 10.5, 11) inches / [16 (20.5, 25, 26, 26.5,
28) cm]AbbreviationsBORbeginning of roundCOcast ondecdecreaseDPNsdouble pointed
needlesincincreasekknitk2togknit two togethermmarkerm1Lmake one leftm1Rmake one
rightppurlpmplace markerreprepeatslslipsmslip markersskslip, slip,
knitst(s)stitch(es)PatternBoth mittens are knit identically.Note: When using a self-striping yarn,
on the first round of each new color, knit all the purl sts in that round. Substituting a knit st for a
purl st in the color change rounds will give you a clean color transition. When you have
completed the first round of the new color, continue to work the purl sts according to the
pattern.CuffUsing SMALLER needles, CO 40 (44, 56, 60, 64, 68) sts. Place a BOR marker and
join to work in the round.Ribbing Round: K1, (p2, k2) rep to 3 sts before m, p2, k1.Rep Ribbing
Round until your work measures 1.25 (1.5, 2, 2, 2, 2) inches / [3 (4, 5, 5, 5, 5) cm] from the CO
edge.Thumb GussetChange to LARGER needles.Chevron Set-Up Round: [K10 (11, 14, 15, 16,
17), pm] 3 times, k10 (11, 14, 15, 16, 17).Round 1: K1, k2tog, k to 1 st before m, m1R, k1, sm,
k1, m1L, k to 3 sts before m, ssk, k1, sm, k1, k2tog, k to 1 st before m, m1R, k1, sm, k1, m1L, k
to 3 sts before m, ssk, k1.Round 2: K all, sm as you come to them.Rep Rounds 1 and 2 an
additional 2 (2, 3, 3, 3, 4) times.In the following round, you will increase one st and place a single
st marker. This st is the base of the thumb gusset, and the additional marker will be at the outer
edge of the thumb gusset.Round 3 (Thumb Gusset set-up): M1L, pm, k1, k2tog, k to 1 st before
m, m1R, k1, sm, k1, m1L, k to 3 sts before m, ssk, k1, sm, k1, k2tog, k to 1 st before m, m1R, k1,
sm, k1, m1L, k to 3 sts before m, ssk, k1. [1 st inc; 41 (45, 57, 61, 65, 69) sts]Round 4: M1R, k1,
m1L, sm, (k to m, sm) 3 times, k to end. [2 sts inc; 43 (47, 59, 63, 67, 71) sts]Round 5: K3, sm,
k1, k2tog, k to 1 st before m, m1R, k1, sm, k1, m1L, k to 3 sts before m, ssk, k1, sm, k1, k2tog, k
to 1 st before m, m1R, k1, sm, k1, m1L, k to 3 sts before m, ssk, k1.Round 6: M1R, k to m, m1L,
sm, (k to m, sm) 3 times, k to end. [2 sts inc; 45 (49, 61, 65, 69, 73) sts]Round 7: K to m, sm, k1,
k2tog, k to 1 st before m, m1R, k1, sm, k1, m1L, k to 3 sts before m, ssk, k1, sm, k1, k2tog, k to 1
st before m, m1R, k1, sm, k1, m1L, k to 3 sts before m, ssk, k1.Rep Rounds 6 and 7 an
additional 4 (5, 7, 8, 8, 8) times until you have 53 (59, 75, 81, 85, 89) sts on your needles.Round
8: K all.Round 9: K to m, sm, k1, k2tog, k to 1 st before m, m1R, k1, sm, k1, m1L, k to 3 sts
before m, ssk, k1, sm, k1, k2tog, k to 1 st before m, m1R, k1, sm, k1, m1L, k to 3 sts before m,
ssk, k1.Rep Rounds 8 and 9 once more.Next Round: Sl13 (15, 19, 21, 21, 21) sts purlwise onto
a piece of scrap yarn to hold for the thumb, k to end.You should now have 40 (44, 56, 60, 64, 68)
on your needles for the Palm and 13 (15, 19, 21, 21, 21) sts on hold for the Thumb.PalmRound
1: K1, k2tog, k to 1 st before m, m1R, k1, sm, k1, m1L, k to 3 sts before m, ssk, k1, sm, k1,
k2tog, k to 1 st before m, m1R, k1, sm, k1, m1L, k to 3 sts before m, ssk, k1.Round 2: K all.Rep
Rounds 1 and 2 until the Palm measures 2.75 (4, 4.75, 5, 5.25, 5.5) inches [7 (10, 12, 13, 13.5,
14) cm] from the top of the thumb gusset, or your desired length.Break yarn, leaving a 24-inch
(61-cm) tail. Place the first 20 (22, 28, 30, 32, 34) sts onto one DPN. Place the second 20 (22,
28, 30, 32, 34) sts onto another DPN. Use the Kitchener Stitch (see here) to graft the stitches of



the first needle together with the sts of the second needle.ThumbPlace held sts on your
LARGER DPNs. Knit across all held sts. Pick up and knit 5 sts from the gap where the thumb
and mitten do not meet. Place a BOR marker and join to work in the round. You should now have
18 (20, 24, 26, 26, 26) sts on your needles.Next Round: K13 (15, 19, 21, 21, 21), ssk, k1, k2tog.
[2 sts dec; 16 (18, 22, 24, 24, 24) sts total]Work in stockinette stitch (k every round) until thumb
measures 1 (1.5, 2, 2.25, 2.25, 2.5) inches [2.5 (4, 5, 6, 6, 6.5) cm] or 0.25 inches (0.6 cm) less
than desired length.Decrease Round 1: Ssk to end. [8 (9, 11, 12, 12, 12) sts dec; 8 (9, 11, 12,
12, 12) sts total]Child, Adult S: Ssk - (4, 5, -, -, -) times, k1. [- (4, 5, -, -, -) sts dec; - (4, 6, -, -, -) sts
total]Toddler, Adult M, L, XL: Ssk to end. [4 (-, -, 6, 6, 6) sts dec; 4 (-, -, 6, 6, 6) sts total]Break
yarn, leaving a 6-inch (15-cm) tail. Using a tapestry needle, pull the yarn through 4 (4, 6, 6, 6, 6)
remaining live sts and pull the hole closed.FinishingWeave in all ends. For the best results, be
sure to wet block your finished mittens. Soak the mittens in cold water, squeezing to remove air
bubbles. Squeeze out the water, but do not wring. Roll the mittens in a dry towel, burrito-style,
and press on it to remove excess water. Lay flat to dry, using a measuring tape to be sure they
are laid out with the correct dimensions. The increases and decreases in this mitten create a
rather pointy top at the tip of the palm. For a better fitting mitten, I recommend giving the top of
your mitten a more rounded end with careful blocking. To do this, you can use a mitten blocker,
blocking pins or gentle stretching along the top edge while the mitten is quite damp.Sharp Curve
MittensSkill Level: AdvancedSometimes when I see a skein of yarn dyed in rainbow colors, I see
actual rainbows. When I pulled this beautiful skein of yarn from my knitting bag, I knew that
whatever I made with it needed the sharp curve of a real rainbow in the sky. These mittens are a
knitting adventure. Knit flat from the center out, this pattern is not like any mitten you have knit
before. After binding off around the outer edge of the palms, you will work a short row thumb
gusset that will dazzle in self-striping yarn. Although both mittens are worked identically, you can
add personality to each mitten by changing the color order.ConstructionUsing the Magic Loop
method and beginning with the Turkish cast on (see here), the front palm of this mitten is knit flat
from the center out. The front palm is then set aside, and the back palm is worked identically to
the front palm. The front and back palm are joined along the outer edge by using a three-needle
bind off (see here). Next, the thumb gusset is worked flat using the German Short Rows method
(see here). After completing the thumb gusset, the thumb is then joined and worked in the round.
Finally, the cuff is picked up along the bottom edge of the palm and work in the round.Maximum
Stitches Used for a Self-Striping Row: 130SizesAdult MSee the Finished Measurements
here.Note: This pattern was designed to fit an average adult hand. These mittens can
comfortably fit with a range of ease from 1 inch (2.5 cm) of negative ease to 0.5 inches (1.25 cm)
of positive ease. To check size, determine the circumference of your hand, excluding the thumb,
by wrapping a flexible tape measure around the knuckles of your hand. If you would like to adjust
the size of your mittens, you can do so by adjusting your gauge or working additional/fewer rows
in the Front Palm and Back Palm sections. Any adjustments to your gauge will change your final
yardage.Yarn• Fingering weight yarn, White Birch Fiber Arts• (80% superwash merino and 20%



nylon, 400 yards / 3.5 ounces [365 m / 100g])• Sample shown in “Rainbow Warrior”• 1 skein•
205 yards (187 m)Yarn NotesI knit these mittens using a yarn with two thick stripes: a gray stripe
and a rainbow stripe. The rainbow stripe contains multiple mini-stripes that are a pleasure to knit
in each of the different sections of this mitten. They were especially exciting when working the
short rows in the thumb gusset!NeedlesTwo sets of US 1 (2.25 mm) 60-inch (150-cm) circular
needles for Magic Loop, or as required to meet gaugeDPNs or needles for small circumference
knitting in the same sizeGauge28 stitches and 40 rows = 4 inches (10 cm) in stockinette stitch
after blockingNotions• Tape measure• 2 stitch markers• Scissors• Tapestry needleFinished
MeasurementsA. Palm Circumference: 7.5 inches (19 cm)B. Palm Length: 8 inches (20 cm)C.
Cuff Length: 1.5 inches (4 cm)D. Total Length: 9.5 inches (24 cm)AbbreviationsBObind
offBORbeginning of roundcddcentral double decreaseCOcast ondecdecreaseDPNsdouble
pointed needlesDSdouble stitchincincreasekknitk2togknit two togetherLHleft-
handmmarkerm1Lmake one leftm1Rmake one rightppurlpmplace markerreprepeatRHright-
handsmslip markersskslip, slip, knitst(s)stitch(es)WSwrong sidePatternBoth mittens are knit
identically.You will begin this pattern using the Turkish cast on method. If this technique is new to
you, see here for more info. Typically the Turkish cast on method is used for working knitting
projects in the round. For these mittens, you will use this CO to work the palm of the mitten flat
from the center out. The design is written to be worked using the Magic Loop technique, in which
you use a set of circular knitting needles with a long cord.Front PalmUsing the Turkish cast on
method and your circular needles, CO 104 sts. You should now have 52 sts on each needle.Set
up Row (RS): K all.You will now turn your work so that the WS of the work is facing you. In the
following row, you will be placing 2 st markers. The placement of these st markers indicates
where you will be increasing on RS rows to create the semicircle for the fingertips. At the
opposite end of your work, you will be creating a flat edge where you will later pick up sts for the
wrist ribbing. See Fig. 1 below for an illustration of the palm construction.
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Denise White, “Absolute must for your library if you have self-striping from clubs or just need to
stashdown. Beautifully written patterns, inclusive pictures and sizing and gorgeous designs. If I
had more crafting time, I would probably try almost every pattern in this book because of the
variety and how easily I could see these as gifts.I've been lucky to try a few Tellybean patterns
and they NEVER disappoint. I consider this a classic already in my knitting library.”

DoU, “Awesome book!. I should preface by saying that I know Stephanie in real life, and she is
one of the coolest and nicest people I know. She also happens to be an incredibly talented
designer, and this book is an absolute showstopper. The patterns range from easy to
challenging, and it will definitely make you see your self-striping yarn stash in a new light! I can’t
wait to make every single pattern in this book... want to do a yearlong knit along, anyone?”

Lynette Hansen, “Excellent knitting resource!. The author does a great job explaining how to use
self striping yarn to create some very unique items! I have been knitting for many years, but have
been intimidated by using this yarn. Now I am eager to get started using Stephanie Lotven's
advise!”

A. Moe, “Delightful selection of patterns for self-striping yarn. This book offers a wide range of
things to make with self-striping yarn, including mittens, hats, cowls, shawls, and some really
cute sweaters for both kids and adults. I really appreciate that the sweaters are size-
inclusive.The book also comes in a spiral bound edition, which I purchased. I found that to be
very helpful for being able to read the patterns more easily.I liked this book so much, I shared it
with the owner of my local yarn shop and she’s looking at making it available at her store.”

LS, “Great Book!. I like this author-she writes well and has fun patterns. She provides good tips
for knitting with self-striping yarn and of course all of the patterns (there are no socks in the
book!) make great use of such yarn. I plan to make at least two of the cowls, one of the shawls,
and one of the sweaters. This book introduced me to some new indie yarn dyers that I am now
hooked on!”

Kristi Bohannon, “So much fun!. Love this book! I’ve accumulated quite the stash of self striping
yarn, but I’m not always in the mood to knit socks. I’ve already knit one of the hat patterns, and
I’m looking forward to trying a few more. Such cute and fun ideas. I’d almost gotten the sock
arms sweater pattern on Ravelry a while back, but glad that I waited and now have this whole
collection!”

Sam, “Great patterns. I am a passionate knitter in my spare time but in all those years I never got
around knitting mittens or gloves - I initially got this book for the rainbow heart mittens and they



are fantasticall the patterns are easy to follow and fun to knit up its not just mittens and hats you
can also find size inclusive sweaters and cowls in thereIt’s great when you want to try to knit
something else with your self striping yarn other than socksBut it works with any yarn really”

Kat, “interesting patterns, many unique. On my want list (borrowed from library). Interesting
construction, lots of technique how-tos, good index. I did not care for most of her hats, but there
are many patterns that look intriguing here.”

jackie, “Self striping yarn. Not as interesting as i was expecting it too be”

Villa, “Knit Happy with Self-Striping Yarn: Bright, Fun and Colorful Sweaters and Accessories
Made Easy. The book arrived in excellent condition. The information is explicit and the knitting
patterns are very nice.All my dealings with Amazon have been excellent.”

The book by Stephanie Lotven has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 311 people have provided feedback.
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